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~FOREW-ORD

This report presents the results of a preliminary study of the
feasibility of using a pressurized tube to softly recover a five inch
projectile. This work was performed as a portion of the Naval Weapons
Laboratory independent Research/Independent Exploratory Development
Program.

Th is report was reviewed by J. j. Yagla and W. i. Lewis of the
Test and Evaluation Deparrmenr..
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A3S -TRAC i

This reoort oresencs the results of a preliminary study of the
possibility of using a pr tssurized tube to recover a standard five 4
inch projectile with p rojccrile decelerations no greater than 107. of
the =-zxm in-bore acceleration.. Comuter calculations using both a

simpl1if jed dyn-.--cs model and a one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrocode
have been perfornkad for a variety of recovery tube gases, initial
pressures and tube lenthns. Calculations were also made for tubes
veated by blowing, plugs out of the ends. Results of the calculations
indicate that an initial p~ressurization of five to seven atmospheres
is required to stop) the projectile wit-hin the 107. limitation if a
dense gas such as Sulfur Ilexafluoride or Freon 12 -is used. Th1e
required tube length is approximately 300 feet.
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The most frequently use d method of reccvering five inch projec-
t ilIes at L! LS sawdust rec'1 e e D raiCt'-~ r i i-red into
rzzilro-ad c-ats ttl '-e-a sa%-Ith _L -e-tad i~Wsthan saE Is-

factor. flr_-i';sc it is ti;e ari verv h~h deeera-

recovertcF is largeo ti . ==c~~ ae a pernmanent
--hltv:at Would allIow t.,=- ill- ' tt L. cd1 1it L lOw

aerelerarion and recovered ra;'!dI~ tv nJin nnlv

-I_ rl,' _ LhjS rc: .L 'S .-C= an-:1t ini~ esblt

study 01 a nressurizefd tubetf od ?c rnovrli ive inch projecC-
tes. Ths method of rccover-v wouul a ::zbc filled with a

pre-ssturized gas to recover a nrtect 'xd r-on a sta n d ard five
inch gun-

Th.: concent ata Dress~riZe'd reclovex *tube i-- not nlew. tCoaaurer
studies of this nehdused zn r- -ovx-~ vn roiectlezs are described
to reference (I). T'he analyss uiesC -- ikd n reference (1) assumes the
proiectiie is deceleCr.atecd wenpIX ttiyv tsroi colmression and
there are ao pressure gradients in t.L rc.erv tube gas. However,
the prestnr studies shew the prpaaton of shoc-ks in the gas greatly -

inrauenc-etn-he recover--. cs. toe rests-- to artzer greatly from
those wicii assume an xs enmrop.c compression- Th Crsn: suyas
reveals the deiailto: uaig.. 6  z :-l~ 3SeS f- -Liu recovery tube
and -a pl-ttg nccbodl For venvi± 0 S - ses. T~he basic coneput Of al
pressurizei recovery tube is alst~ nu I~nd tkhe "Super G Shock

Faiitu'sed b- Sadfr 'Associat'for t=0 *-Sia _CupO.ntms of ufzm
proj-.eCtie. reece() -o cx ierlor theoretical data hnave

been ontsirpA rn- t'-e procc~tle of this-1

This report Is oLgi.ICe- .s L4-en 11 uses the results
orasimulifLeCd , al-vsis to- dics rahn1 .. .racerl;srtcs o.r

the recove- rro-ss. S-ect~m a- 1 rsens -h rehLtS of , a -nr e
accrt 'n~e- .ascc on- a one-I r-s !n rann n h"re-code.
,aCiulario.<-i are pe-rfo-rced I . _ z-t- f i- n. -O 'nf Hexax 1uori'e-,
anz' vefltr#Z hv =,ens of a 'iwa: -Vil --t I gives concluis.
discu SS'S Es atin~ .1 fl-. z' flCd I,.

f~urther ~~'

n * the mm- I, ptore on

t i!' It - J 'r n -a i 3 zrUP= *Ont r. - e irc e

3' =-nthe re'a-very
tube: W..:IC a= -rtessre c._-- ph.i -- Zi is required if a
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IH. BASIC DESCRIPTION OF RECOVERY PRINCIPLES FOR A CLOSED TUBE

To understand the basic physical principles involved in slowing
down a projectile in a tube of corressed gas, the nor:-3n. of a Projec-
tile in a closed end tube will be exaz ned in this section. This
study uses the results of a si-lified theoretical model and provides
tnsighr into the dependence of ihe projectile -Uon or. such Physical
para=eters as initial tube pressure, properties of the tube gas, nd
the tube length. The theoretical zodel does not account for wave
motion in the recovery gas copletaly, but provides a considerable
i~rovemenc over --he previous isentropic co&, ression models. The
analysis in the next section treats all vave otin in rte reccvery
gas with great accuracy, but does not provide as r=ch physical
insight to the recovery Process as the following theoretical =-del.

A. Influence of Shock Waves

Consider a five inch projectrile leaving a gun with =nzzle
velocity, Vo, and entering r tube of co=ressed gas (see Fibre I).
Ass"- that:

1- There is no leakage of gas past the projectile.

2. The Pressure on the base of the projectile is atmospheric.

3. -he -- : .d of the tube is closed.

In this situation, the ?rojecti'e acts as a piston which suddenly
accelerates the gas ahead of it to velocity, Vo. This sudden .. ve.nt
of gas causes a shock wave to be proagated in fron.t of the vrojectile.

.Tus, .e initia! deceleration of --he projectile will be caused hy the
pressure behind the shock wave. This pressure, Fs, will be greater
than the initial t :.- e pressure by the faczor, Z = ?sIPo, where Ps is
the Pressure behind the shock -ave, T-0 is tie initial tube pressure.
T-he quantity, h, is called te shock strength. As the projectile

slows down, it will cause the volume of gas between it and the shock
wave to increase, thereby, reduc-g the pressure in front of the
projectile and the strengt.h of -the shock. Reduction of pressure on
the front of tb-c projectile will cause itS deceleration to decrease.

hen t he shock reaches the closed end of the tube, it will be
reflected -oward ue oncoming projectile. From this point in r -,
=fltiple shock reflections will occur D-cvee- the projectile and the
end of the tube. Each -. a a shock reflects from the front of the
projectile, it causes an increase in- the deceleration. Eventually,

the urojeccile -Will achieve zero veilocity. Fecauseof the Uncreased
pressure due to the shock reflections, it will 1-bgin to mmve in tre
opposite direction. The trajectories off bon -te project ilc ud ne
shock wave are shown in, Fgu.re 2- i.crie V is d-srance and : is tine.
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B. Anlss of Pro jectile Motion

if it is assumed the flow propu-rties at the front of the
projectile ate the same-as those at the :;hiock f ront for any given
ti.me, i.e.,-no pressure gradients exist between. the shock front and

the projectile, then:

where, Up is the velocity of tepocile US is tile gas velocity
at the shock front, a0 is the sound speed In front of shock, and -y is
the specific heat ratio of thle -recovery tube gas. The force on the 7
projectile is related to its deceleration by,

D ,dUP, _ Pb) (2)
p dt - M P

wzhere, Dp is-the deceleration of the projectile, A is the area-of the
projectile base _(assumed to be -the same as the tube cross section),

14 i theprojctie mas an Pb ilte pressure on the projectile base
(assumed--to be A conistantt 14.7 psi). Solviag equation (1)-for and

ubstitdting into equation (2) gives,

d1) 6' -+ 1' (3
dt 14 1 a 0  a0-

Equation (3) is a nonlinear-, first order, ordinary differential equa-
tion which can be integrated numericacily to give the velocity and thle
-Position of the projectile at any tin-, -t. the corresponding velocity *
of t .e shock front can be calculated fromni the Rankine-Ilugoniot eaua- A~
tion: SI

dX

where XS and Vs are the position and the velocity of the shock front,
respectively. Integration of equation (4) gives the shock 1front

-
1A projectile speed of 3000 ft/sec is used throughout this report.
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position. The other flow properties behind the shock are given by the
appropriate Ranine-l!ugoniot relations. For example, the sound speed

is given b'¢:

as ao]- (, -1)1 (y 5) ()

where as is the sound speed behind the shock.

h'te deceleration of the prcjectile and the properties behind

the shock can be calculated from equations (1) through (5) until the-
shock reflects from the end of the recovery tube. The strength of
the reflected shock is determined by,

(I + 2 -- 7

Er/(6)

_+ L---i

where Sr and Tr are the strength of and the pressure -behind the
reflected shock. the reflected shock travels upstream until it
collides with the projectile, where it again undergoes reflection.
The strength of the reflected shock is -determi led by equation -(1)
w hen the appropriate values for the sound speed and the projectile

velocity are used.

A repetition of the above piocedure, using equations (1)
through (6) , with the appropriate values, detormines -the effects of
the multiple reflections. The entire procedure can be carr-ed out
until the projectile velocit.3 becomes zero.

The above calculation procedure has been programied for the
CDC 6700 computer at NUL. A typical projectile deceleration versus
time curve is shown in Figure 3. Thie results shown in the figure are
from a computer run for a 250 foot tube filled with air at an initial
pressure of 30 atmospheres. For this case, only one reflection occurs
on the face of the projectile before it stops.

From the above discussion and Figure 3, it is seen that the
maximum deceleration of the projectile will be caused by either the
initial shock or the one or more reflected shocks, Throughout the

rest of this report, these two ,maxima will be referred to as the
initial deceleration and the reflLection deceleration, respectively.

6J
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C. Effects of Various Parameters 2

The computer program mentioned above was used to study the _4
effects on the maximum deceleration due to varying the specific heat
ratio, initial sound speed-, initial pressure of the recovery tube gas,
and tube letngth. In each case, one parameter was varied while the

-other three were held constant. Typical examples, obtained from the
study are illustrated below:

1. Specific Heat Ratio

Increasing the specific heat ratio, increases the
strength of the initial shock, thus increasing the initial decelera-
tion. Since -the projectile velocity decreases a- a faster rate, the
strength of the initial shock decreases at a faster rate, so that by
-the time the shock reaches the end -of the tube, it is not so strong.
Thus, the reflected shock pressure, and ultimtely the reflection
decelertion1 is smaler. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4, the 
ohitial deceleration increases with increasing specific heat ratio, A
'while -the reflection deceleration decreases.

2. Sound -Speed

Decreasing the sound speed increases the Nach number of
the flow, thus -iri ceas-ing the initial shock strength. This change
-produces effects sigilar to increasing the specific heat ratio; hence,
a-gas with a Smale initial sound speed produces a higher initial
deceleration and a lower reflection deceleration than a gas with a
-higher sound speed. This beihavior is Shown in Figure 5.

3. Pressure

-As shown in Figure 6, incriasing- the initial tube pressure
has an effect similar to increasing he- specific heat ratio and
decreasing the sound speed. The initial deceleration increases with
increasing i6itial pressure, while tho reflection deceleration
decreases.

The initial sound speed is evaluated at 530'R. The specific heat

ratio is also evaluated at thise tenierature and is assumed to be
constant throughout the calculations.

8
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Tube Length

As showi in Figure 7, increasing the length of the rube
aff-crs only .he refivction 'eceleration. Since the shock wave in
rront a' -r- ureiectile has a iongzer distance to travel, it is weaker
uihen t reach-es the closed end. Titus, the shock reflected from the znd
r, the zube is we-aker and finally the reflection deceleration is
s.,-m~ler.

D. Dctermination of Onti-m Parameters

in each of the above graphs. chere exists a point where the
maxi m deceleration is minim-i. This condition occurs when theV
initial deceleration ecuals the reflection deceleration. Therefore,
any one of the four para-_aters being studied could be used as a basis
for optimization. in this analysis, tube length. will be chosen as the
optimization pararmter. The optimization procedure, then, is to deter-
mine the length of rube necessary to produce a reflection deceleration
equal to the initial deceleration while keeping the initial pressure,
the specific h-eat ratio, and the sound speed, constant. Of course,
specific heat ratio and sound speed are physical properties of the
recovery tube gas and are not independent of each other; however,
several gases may have the sa.e specific heat ratio but different

sound speeds.

1. Determination of initial Tube Pressure

Before the computer program can be used to determine the
opti-m tube length, there has to be sore criterion for selecting the
initial tube pressure and the gas which will provide the proper
specific heat ratio and sound speed. Figure 7 shows that as the

initial deceleration increases, the opti-m' tube length decreases.
Therefore, the initial deceleration is chosen as the axin- allowable
(I0Z of the maximim in-bore acceleration) in order to have the s-mllest
possible tube length. Once the initial deceleration is determine. a
relation be-een initial tube vressure and shock strength is obtained
from equation (), thus,

?i PoC Ps = Pb +  Di (7)

where ; i is the shock strength necessary to produce the acceptable
deceleration, Di. for a given initial Po. The quantity Ps is the
pressure behind the initial shock.

12
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A standard 5"154 projectile has a mass of approximately
70 lbs., experiences a ci-aiuum in-bore acceleration of approximately
15,000 g, and has a =_,zzle velocity of about 3000 ft/sec. The
recovery deceleration should, therefore, not exceed 1500 g. This
value is used for D; in equation (7) to comute the pressure behind
the shock. hIus, equation 7) show.s that the initial shock strength
is inversely proportional to the initial tube pressure. Since low
initial tube Pressures are desired, let an upper limit of seven
atmospileres be set. T en accordirg to equation (7), initial tube
pressures of one to seven at-spheres are possible only if the shock
strengths corresponding to those pressures are obtainable. Equa-
tion (i) shows that the shock strength is dependent only upon the
specific heat ratio and the initial sound speed of the recovery tube
gas, for given initial projectile speeds. 7mus, it is now possible
to determine the cotna" 4nations of specific heat ratios and initial
sound speeds necessary to produce the shock strength corresponding to
any initial tube pressure. The properties of actual gases can then be
exa-ined to deter-nine whoiich ones, if any, have the proper specific A
heat ratio and iditial sound speed combinations corresponding to any
given initial tube pressure in the range of one to seven atmospheres.

2M

2. Selection of Recoverv Tube Gas

Since the shock strength for any given initial tube
pressure is determined by equation (7), and the initial projectile
speed is knmn. a relation between specific heat ratio and initial
sound sneed is obtained from equation (1). T-his equation can be
rewritten in ne form:

= 4 1) ( + 10a( - = (8)
2_ 4 + 1)2 u02 I + l)

nis ts he equation of a fa-ily of hyperbolas in the t , ) plane
with= the origin at - - 1) / 2 + 1). Figure 8 shows curves

f or Mnirial n-ressures of one. three, five and seven atmospheres. the
curves are nearlv l near over the range of spccific heat ratios
between 1.0 and 1.6. W.hen an init-ial tube pressure is selected, the
appropriate coorinations of specific heat ratio and sound speed are
deter&-ined from a curve defined by equation (8). Gases which have
initial sound svtbees a-d specific heat ratios close to the values on

this curve are then selected for possible recovery tube use. The
poInts shown in Figure 8 represer., the properties of actual gases.

t--wnv-,'ann of the gases, epei. -1 v those located below the
curve for five ataspheres, are net .uasil- obtainable. However, manv
of ahe gases representedy Points between the curves for five and for
seven atmospheres are conmrciallv available and include 'any of the

141
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cormnly used refrigerants. It appears, therefore, that the lowest
practical initial tube pressure is between five and seven atmospheres
although a more extensive study might be justified if lower initial
tube pressures are desired. Each of the gases that could be used at
initial pressures between five and seven acm-spheres, has properties
which may make it either core, or less desirable than the others
Hence, the final selection of a recovery tube gas should depend upon
a careful study of the individual characteristics of each zandidate
gas. the cost important characteristics to be considered are:

a. Cost

b. Availability

c. Toxicity

d. Deviation from a perfect gas

Characteristic (d.) needs to be considered because the analysis pre-
sented above assmes a perfect gas throughout. If the properties of a
gas differ greatly from those of a perfect gas, it may not be desirable
for use in the recovery tube even though it has suitable properLies at
the beginning of the recovery process.

Once a recovery tube gas has been selectel and the
initial tube pressure has been determined by equation (7), the
optim m tube length can be determined by performing calculations for
several different tube lengths until one is found - ich gives a
reflection deceleration equal to the initial deceleration (1500 g for
the five inch projectile).

T-he optimization procedure -ill now -be illustrated for a
particularly proa-ising gas, Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6). This gas is
available locally at $225 for a cylinder containing approxi-tely
100 pounds. (The vmunt necessary to achieve the desired pressuriza-
tion for a 300 foot tube.) Sulfur Hexafluoride is chemically inert
and non-toxic. Sandia Laboratories (reference (3)) has used the gas
in their shock tubes and report a decomposition temperature of 25000 K.
This teqerature is significantly greater than the 18000 K maxi=m
expected during the projectile recovery process. The co ressibility,

RT of S6 has been estimated from a generalized compressibility

chart to be between 1 and 1.15 for most of the temperatures and
pressures encountered during the projectile recovery.

16



The results from calculations of the oaxinn deceleration
vs length for recovery tubes filled with SF6 are plotted in Figure 9.
The single curve shown in thnis figure is a c-oVsite of portions of

the initial and t h e r-oP :c-7 tube
length occurs at t~he knee of, tis -uve. The- " ee correspon-s to a
legth of 300 feet and ana initial pressure of -.7 atm-spheres.

SLinlar calculatios were carried ot using air as the

recovery gas. Air used in place of SF6 wold give approx>tiely the
same opti-n rube length, i.e., 300 feet, ho-ever, an initial pressur-
ization of 30 a-)spheres would be recaired. it is the low pressur-
ization requir-.e-rt that z'akes dense gases, suxh as SF6, more attrac-
tive than air as a recovery tube gas.

Ii. RES L OF CALC LATIONS FOR A TU--B VE.----" BY A rLUG

The sizli:fied closed tube analysis of the previous section was
useful in determining the effects of varying the initial sound speed,
specific heat ratio, pressure, and the length of the recovery tube, on
the deceleration of the projectile. This analysis is li=ited to
closed tubes and cannot take into account the details of the gas flo w
between the shock waves and the projectile. To provide a more accurate
wdel, a one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrocode was idified to calculate
the zotioa of the projectile. Mhe Lagrangian hydrocode is a finite
difference comuter program using artificial viscosity techniques to
handle shocks. In this say the partial differential equations for
motic of the gas are solved. The computer prograM is called SPEC.
Although this program requires much more running time than the program =

mnntioned in the previous section., it is =-re accurate and is able to
calcudate the effects of venting the gas in front of the projectile.
'enting the high pressure recovery :ube gas is necessary to preven-t
the projectile from reversing its motion and returning to the tube
entrance -here it would be difficult to have a soft recovery.-I

Ven ing could be accocil.shed in several ways; for ex le, a

diaphragm placed at the end of the tube so that it would rupture when
the initial shock reflected from it. The gas could allo be vented,
through orifices, into either the armosphere or an external ransk. A
siqple method of venting uses a projectile-like plug near the ;id of
the tube. This plug would be designed to shear fre= its holder i.-en
the initial shock reached it. The gas pressure behind the plu; would
then force it our to the end of the tube, allwing the gas to vent to
the atmosphere.

17
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The plug method of venting has been incorporated into SPREC to
calculate the projectile and the plug motions for various plug n.sses

and initial plug distances from thc end of the tube. Using the informa-
tion provided in the previous section, toomputer runs were made for a
300 foot tube filled with SF 6 at an initial pressure of 6.7 atmospheres.
An optimm plug mass and an optimum distance were determined by moving
the plug from the end of the tube toward the entrance ;.n various incre-
ments and then varying the mass until he projectlle was stopped inside
the tube. The combination of plug mass and distace which have a
reflection deceleration equal to the initial deceleration, while
giving a small force on the projectile at the time of zero velocity,
was selected as the optimum condition. For this case, the optimum
plug distance is 260 feet from the tube entrance, and the optimum nss
68 pounds. (Nearly the same as the projectile.) Projectile decelera-
tion versus time for these conditions is shown in Figure 10. The plug

exit velocity is 1200 ft/sec.

The maximum gas temperature occurs near the front of the projec-
tile. This temerature is showa versus time in Figure 11 where the
largest value is seen to be 18000K. The maxii.aum pressure occurring
along the tube length is plotted versus time in Figure 12. This pres-
sure does not correspond to a single position in the tube, since the
point where the maximum occurs shifts around. The largest pressure
(11,000 psi) seen by the recovery tube (not the projectile) occurs
when the initial shock wave reflects from the end of the plug.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the analyses described in this report indicate
that a pressurized tube could be quite successful in recovering a

five inch projectile with decelerations no greater than 10% of the
maximum in-bore acceleration. Approximately 300 feet of tube is
required to stop the projectile. An initial tube pressure of about
five to seven atmospheres is required if a dense gas such as Sulfur
iexafluoride is used, and thirty atmospheres pressure is required if
air is used. It also seems feasible to use a plug near the end of the
tube, to vent the high pressure gas in front of the projectile. The
results of the computer analysis for a tube filled with 6.7 atmospheres
of SF6 indicates that a 68 pound mass placed 40 feet from the end of
the tube would allow the projectile to stop without reversing its
direction.

Because of the limitations of the work described in this report,
further investigations are presently being performed. The most
important of these studies are:
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1. Effects of Venting the Propellant Gas Behind the Projectile

The analysis assumes that the propellant gas pressure behind
the projectile is atmospheric. The effect of venting the gas over a
finite period of time and various methods of accomplishing this vent-
ing should be studieid.

2. Effect of Leakage Past tie Projectile

A one-dimensional gas dynamics analysis indicates that as
much as 8.2%t of the initial -mass of the recovery tube gas could be lost
from leakage through grooves in the rotating band. The effect of this

leakage on recovery tube performance and means of preventing it should
be investigated.

3. Effects of Heat Transfer and Friction

The analysis neglects all heat transfer and frictional
effects. These effects should be investigated and the necessary
corrections to the recovery tube design parameters sho-ild be obtained.

4. Effects of Balloting

Balloting of the projectile traveling in the recovery tube
has not been considered. This motion should be investigated to deter-

•mine if it is large enough to affect the recovery -ube design, and to
determinc the effects of transverse motions on the projectile.

All of the above considerations are currently being studied. The
results of these investigations should lead to a practical design for

a soft recovery tube facility.
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